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Night fell in the sky above the banks of the Garonne River, the moon in the sky scarlet

incomparable, reflected in the water as if devouring the earth's horrible demons.

The crystal chamber under the water slowly opened, a terrifying black swimming fish with

great speed shot out, he swam madly toward the red moon reflection.

Finally, he swam to the side of the moon.

In the air, Bigel was oblivious to this sight, sitting quietly in mid-air, with his eyes closed to
repair his mind. It was as if he didn't see Mohammad Kartou.



"King." Mohammad Qatou turned into a person, shook off the water stains on his body,
kneeled on one knee on the water surface, and saluted the red moon.

"You are finally going to become an advanced biochemist." The red moon opened its mouth

and said with relief.

"It's all because of the king's good teaching." Mohammad Kato said with immense respect.

The moon above the cover er er west Italian service west cover ripples ripples, every word, it
is necessary to ripple, but the moon is still the scarlet moon above the sky, and there is no person
with the creature exists, as if the water is talking.



"You will advance to senior biochemist one hour after the opening of Lin Hao banquet in two
days, remember it must be at this time. After the promotion, you cannot vanish."Water then said.

Mohammad Kato heard that he could not disappear, his brow wrinkled, unconsciously asked
rhetorically, "Why?"

"Listen to the king's teachings." Mohammad Qatou immediately changed his mind. He felt
that he was crazy to instinctively go against the will of the king, he was looking for death!

"Because if you vanish, you will die! The Pope will order all the senior biochemicals to
surround and kill you." Water's icy cold voice came out.

"But King, you are also ......" Mohammad Kato said sharply, just said but generally, he felt
the presence of the sky, the voice swallowed back, just very puzzled to look at the water.



"The pope's order is not allowed to break, even I can not!" The voice came out of the water.
It is the sound coming out of the water surface, Mohammad Kato all feel their hearts and souls

have shaken, he was secretly shocked, is this the king's terrifying power? The more you come

into contact with their presence, the more terrifying you feel?

Mohammad Qatou seemed to remember something and returned to the original topic, "King,
you let me become a senior biochemist in that time period for what purpose? That Chinese man is

very powerful, if I do not disappear, I will die in his hands, his purpose is the heart of regeneration!
And the heart of regeneration is in my hands."

The water surface felt Mohammad Kato's mood change and returned to a calm appearance, "I
will protect you in the dark, moreover, Golden Leopard and Lion will not be your opponents."

"We?" Mohammad Qatou once again wondered.



"Yes, it is you guys. Just remember what I said and do as I said, you will not die, if you go
AWOL, you will die a very, very bad death!" The water surface once again came the cold voice,
the bone-chilling chill, so that the Mohammad Kato feel the majesty of death.

He looked at the picture, fell into a deep thought. This world, as if at this moment began to
transform, the king led him to grow, take him to travel the world, originally according to the
king's horror, this world should not be known to their signs, but Biggle knows, very strange!

As if now, his call with the king, Bigel had presence. And it's like the king acquiesced to his
existence. King and Biggil, was there any connection?

But then he wondered, even if he followed the king's consciousness, even if he won the
Golden Leopard Lion, what about facing the powerful Lin Hao? Would he be able to win? Would

that person still join him in the fight against Lin Hao?



He is sure that in the case of the beast change, with the power of the scepter given by the king
force to kill the male lion, but the Chinese Lin Hao seems to be able to. And very easy, last night
to see the water Lin Hao overbearing, a fist directly blasted the male lion fell into the water, the
golden leopard in the air also did not dare to speak, Bigel also just sit and watch, let Lin Hao
overbearing.

Such an existence, he can live? And, what is the purpose of the king to train himself?

Wouldn't there be an answer in two days?

He was afraid and at the same time had expectations. He was looking forward to that answer,
an answer that he had wanted for so many years.



"Don't worry about whether you die or not, I will take you to North America in two days."
After the water surface said these words, the moon in the sky returned to white, and Bigir opened

his eyes to look at the moon, he looked at Mohammad Kato from above the sky, through the
clouds, and Mohammad Kato sat above the water surface to look at Bigir above the clouds, the
two looked at each other across the clouds, Bigir did not mean to make a move, the scene was
very strange, Mohammad Kato once again entered his crystal chamber.

Because he had to follow the king's words, to become a senior biochemist after two days.
When the king left, he gave him a dose of reassurance, heading back to take him to North

America, that he would not die! This was an incomparably uplifting news.
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The door of the secret room was closed, and Mohammad Qatou looked at his crystal desk with a

scarlet fruit-like object on top, the power inside was surging madly, and it was still emanating

outward, but it was wrapped by a mysterious layer of power. Mohammad Qatou looked greedily

at this scarlet fruit-like object, the cells in his body stirred madly, wanting to go up and directly

devour this red-like fruit.



At this moment, Mohammad Kato knew why the king told him that he would become a

senior biochemist in two days, because the fruit in front of him would allow him to become a

senior biochemist!

Mohammad Qatou suddenly looked forward to two days later.

He put away the uncomfortable feeling in his heart that arose after just looking at Wang, and
also secretly admonished himself that he could not contradictWang in the future. In the rhetorical
question Wang, he obviously felt the net has begun to anger.

"If X is gone, it's gone. Now that the king will take me away, what do I need X for? Keeping

X is to protect myself, as well as to watch what Zeus and Apollo, the sun god, both founded Zeus

for." Mohammed Kato is no longer in then cultivate growth, but began to think about the firefight
that occurred last night.



For the prisoner Ince's plea for help, as well as the X organization inside the indifference of

other hall organizations, Mohammad Kato already does not matter, anyway, they will die sooner
or later, early death late death and what does it matter to them?

Inside the castle, the bonfires overnight made the entire castle show a smoke haze, Shen
Xiyan certainly can not stay in such an environment, so early back to their own bedroom.

The bedroom is very large, are ancient European aristocratic pattern furnishings, Shen Xiyan
very much like, especially the pair of jade bottles and three top Tang Sancai, in fact, she prefers
jade bottles, but after a few eyes, people are a little sleepy, she can no longer stay up.

"Honey, let's donate this pair of jade bottles and Tang Sancai to the National Museum." Shen
Xiyan wrapped her arm around Lin Hao's waist and looked at Lin Hao eating.



Lin Hao rubbed Shen Xiyan's head, "I also think so, then let's have someone escort it back
tomorrow."

"Mm-hmm, husband I'm a little sleepy, I'm going to sleep, do you want to sleep with me
now?" Shen Xiyan's big watery eyes looked at Lin Hao, just inside the eyes in addition to the
expectation, is a strong sleepiness, Lin Hao looked heartbroken.

"I'm taking care of some things, I'll sleep with you later." Lin Hao said with a smile.

"Okay then, I'll go wash up and go to sleep." Shen Xiyan was really sleepy, said she was

going to wash up a bit, but had already fallen head first on the bed, and in less than three seconds,
wore out the faint and even sound of sleeping ......



Sitting on the bed, Lin Hao tenderly gazed at Shen Xiyan, gently stroking her forehead,
feeling her serenity, also enjoying the beautiful light under the moon, what a cozy moment, such
a minute is a long-awaited scene of their own.

Unfortunately, Shen Xiyan body has problems ...... that for their own left after-effects ......

"It seems like it's time to say something to the church about the biochemical hospital." Lin
Hao took out his phone and said to himself.

Lin Hao dialed the phone is Bob's mouth to say the E picket Lu dye West Aifu Zhaimir, a
church inside the small head.

The phone only rang three times before the Emir picked up the phone, "Ow, honored Mr. Lin
Hao, I wonder what questions you need to ask when you call late at night."



"Emil, who is it, calling in the middle of the night, it really bothers people." A woman's lazy
voice asked with a complaint in it.

"A friend, you go to sleep first." Emil replied, and then got up sharply.

Lin Hao said directly, "I'm a noble now. I know that the church's noble hospital is not open
to the public, but my wife's body is in a condition, and I want to enter the church hospital to

check my wife's body, and I don't know how exactly to do that? Do I have to make an

appointment or something like that." Lin Hao finished looking at the sleeping Shen Xiyan, he is
now a little excited ......

The Emir was silent for a few moments before replying, "OK, I will personally go to you

tomorrow. At that time, you and your wife follow me to Wang's hospital for a while."



"Good." Lin Hao replied with a good word, while also knowing that this so-called King's
Hospital should be the Biotech Hospital.

Emil then continued as he put down the phone, "But let me mention to Mr. Lin Hao in
advance, your current status and position will not be given the highest level of treatment by the

King's Hospital, which is what you need to know now. The king's hospital can treat all the
diseases in the world, but the person being treated must have an incomparable honorable status to

be allowed."

Lin Hao heard these words, his brow furrowed, but thinking about it, he was relieved, he had
entered the church, he was still afraid of not being able to save Shen Xiyan? Status honorable?
Big deal when the time comes to tell the church about his real identity, Lin's new investment in

the highest level president, this super giant global investment company, not to say crush the local
enterprises in Toulouse, to fight them should be more than enough ......

Hang up the phone, Lin Hao went to wash up, then went to bed and hugged Shen Xiyan into
dreamland.
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This night, Lin Hao slept very comfortable, very restful, very solid.

When he woke up the next day, Shen Xiyan was still asleep, the faint sound of snoring

indicated that she was still very sleepy, and seeing it could not help but make Lin Hao's heart
ache.

He gently pushed Shen Xiyan, and only after a few minutes did Shen Xiyan wake up from

her sleep, then wriggled and struggled, before reluctantly opening her eyes, "Honey, I still want to
sleep for a while."

Lin Hao pinched Shen Xiyan's nose and did not deliberately say that she had slept for a long

time, but said tenderly and dotingly, "Wife, it's time for us to go for a maternity checkup, I know
an aristocratic hospital in Europe, the medical technology is very advanced."



"Really?" Shen Xiyan's eyes immediately lit up and she sat up.

Lin Hao nodded his head heavily.

Emil set off early from the church with a high-class bulletproof car through the positioning
sent by Lin Hao's cell phone.

He sat in the car, thinking of going to face this Chinese once again, his heart was a little
uncomfortable. With the fermentation of a night, the news of this Chinese man was getting more
and more news, and the more he knew the horror of this man, the more his heart was sinking.

"Mr. Emil, are we going to Golephant here?" The driver looked back at Emile and inquired.



"Golephonte Castle? We Wusi closed Wusi waiter love steak er this is to go to the Golefant

castle?" The driver was baffled by the two consecutive questions from the Emir, who looked
ahead and wondered if Mr. Emir didn't know that this was the way to Gelfand?

"Ah, yes, yes, yes." Emil looked at the driver's expression and said hastily, while his heart
was shocked again, unexpectedly Bob not only took care of the Porter Group for that Chinese man,
but even his own Golephant was transferred to him.

Originally Lin Hao's previous preparation was to debut his identity step by step, slowly
increase the bargaining chip to become a nobleman, so that the church auditor's impression of
himself changed, but then, under the proposal of Almand, he did not need to debut more identity
at all, so it led to the declaration, also did not report the fruit of the Fuente up, resulting in the Emir
completely unaware ......



"Thought Mr. Emil didn't know about Mr. Lin. This Chinese Mr. Lin can really be a superb

person, you do not know, he held a banquet yesterday in Goerfent, the Gaiter family and the

Smith family have gone to congratulate, said to celebrate the arrival of Mr. Lin's wife. I heard that
the Gates family sent a hundred million worth of celadon porcelain, and the Smith family is also
good, presented three top Tang Sancai frescoes, but the value of 80 million! Tsk, what a big
deal." The driver drove the car and said with great interest.

The Emir, who was sitting in the back seat, listened with a slight tremor in his heart.

The driver glanced at the Emir from the rearview mirror and then said, "Mr. Emir, you may
already know that the Kashi Group is being vigorously suppressed, the market value shrinks, and
it seems that someone is rescuing, but the take over is not obvious. I heard that the sins of the Jia
Shi Group is because Yang Lijun offended Mr. Lin Hao, said that the public even flirted with Mr.
Lin's wife, so it led to the situation."

"What!" Emil did up with a start, then grabbed the front seat.



"You didn't know? I can't believe you didn't know about such a big deal, my goodness. It's
going crazy, and you didn't even know about it ......"

The driver's incredible narrative, shocked look, obviously felt shocked thatMr. Emil did not
know about something so big.
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The reason why Emil did not know is because this matter happened suddenly, he went to the
church in the morning and found that the people inside the church were busy with their hands, he
asked himself at the same time, said that everyone was dealing with the matter of the Kashiwa

Group. Which he simply asked and got a simple answer, the specific thing is because someone
attacked the Kashiwa Group, and to cause a devastating blow, and attacked the company that

struck the Kashiwa Group, completely careless of the face of the church, and even said that one of
the vice presidents of the church out ......

Emil heard here and did not continue to listen to the next, because he felt that the church's
vice president are out, the other party still dare to continue to attack? That is not looking for death,
but now it seems that the other party does not care about the face of the church, even the
president's face is not given ......



The reason why Emil left is because he rushed to pick up Lin Hao and his wife, and therefore
missed the follow-up intention Lu Lu picking up dyeing closed shade event.

"You mean, it was Lin Hao who had someone strike the Jiashi Group? And it is still going on?
This is a bit impossible. The church president has stepped out, why is still continuing to fight?
Did you hear it wrong?" Emil asked with uncertainty.

"What!" This time it was the driver's turn to be shocked, the president of the church had
stepped out? But it's true that the crazy strikes are still going on, did they stop?

The driver couldn't help but turn on the radio directly, and it immediately came from inside.



"The latest hot news! Jiashi Group suffered massive economic sanctions, and it is rumored

that a mysterious and powerful organization stepped in to assist, not only did not save Jiashi

Group's market value, but also intensified the other side's crackdown! According to our
economist speculation, if we follow this rate, in less than two days, Jiashi Group will become the
existence inside the historical record! At the same time, according to the investigation shows that
the fight against Jiashi Group is most likely to be the recently popular Lin's new investment. Who

did not expect that the super investment group located in Toulouse soon, like the local big group
to strike, what is the misunderstanding here? We have our note to report from the front desk."

After a few sounds of the radio zipping.

"Dear drivers car friends. This is the front desk. According to the news I got from Lin's new
investment so far, Lin's new investment for Jiashi Group's bid, did not learn the exact news, but
it is certain! Lin's new investment for the Jia Shi Group's strike, is absolutely temporary, rather
than a long-planned, while this strike, their overriding potential is to directly let the Jia Shi Group
extinction! As for the misunderstanding here, I will continue to track ......"

Listening to the voice reported inside the car radio, Emil tightly squeezed hand, are nervous
to hold out the sweat ......



The crackdown continues. As for the said mysterious and powerful organization, naturally is
the Church. And the other side of the explanation is that the church shot greatly stimulated the

other side, resulting in the other side of the fight to increase ......

You know this is in the West, right? How dare someone contradict the Church? Does he no

longer want to hang out in Toulouse?

"My God, how dare Lin's new investment go against the Church! Isn't there anyone in their
group who is familiar with the rules of the Western market?" Emile exclaimed.

The driver's heart could not calm down for a long time, the Lin's New Investment, which
was located in the China World Trade Center, actually fought with the church? This is simply a

thing that people feel that they will never see in this life ......



Especially since the driver also knew that the root cause of the blow to the Jiashi Group was
Mr. Lin Hao Lin, whom they were about to pick up ......
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At the castle's partial entrance.

Emil smilingly looked at Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan and respectfully greeted, "Dear Mr. Lin
and Mrs. Lin, good morning."

Shen Xiyan did not feel anything for Emil's respectful greeting, just nodded elegantly. But
Lin Hao looked at Emil, slightly surprised, this old boy is not prejudiced against himself? Why is

the attitude so good today?

Emil this is instinctive respect, dare to fight with the Church, he has not seen with his own
eyes, just heard. It is said that the year Bigel and the Church slight friction, but then there is no
later, as to what happened, no one knows.



This matter can not be spread inside the church, know this matter is also very few people, the
reason he knows, or a chance to hear the vice presidents are whining ......

"How long does it take for the hospital to get to us?" Lin Hao looked at Emil and asked,
while holding Shen Xiyan in the car.

Emil immediately replied, "It only takes forty minutes to reach, at the same time I have
placed a doctor for Mr. Lin, we can be examined when we arrive

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

market. For the Emir's attitude change, Lin Hao did not put too much on his mind, but his mind
was on Shen Xiyan's body. It is not that he does not believe in the diagnosis of the Nine Heavenly
Clans, but the purpose of bringing Shen Xiyan is to receive more accurate treatment, through the
Western biochemical technology examination, and then see what kind of a treatment plan the

other side will give, or, can be treated! So that his heart will also have a preliminary plan.



The only way to have a concept is for Lin Hao to make the next plans. The purpose of picking
up Shen Xiyan was because of this.

The driver looked at Lin Hao, and there was deep fear and scruples hidden inside those eyes,
as well as endless respect. The people who enter and leave the church are all big shots, and as a

driver, he has had contact with many terrifying big shots. The big people in this are not rich and
powerful, but strong people with terrifying strength similar to Lin Hao.

For example, Bigel, Lion, etc. ......

And these days the church in Toulouse rumors that a big event will happen in the near future.
What is this big event, although the people above are not allowed to discuss, but they are these
people at the bottom of the stream is very big, everyone began to panic.



Especially after last night. I don't know who strolled the news out, the Pope's bilocation
landed on the Garonne River, there is a superpower, chatted with the Pope ......

But who is it, everyone speaks for themselves. Who is the strong man above the Garonne

River? It was Bigir! It was a Bigir who they thought was the number one strongest person under

the Pope ......

What does the Pope want with him? Is it for Zeus and the sun god Apollo and others? I heard

that Zeus gathered most of the senior biochemists of the southern city, already on the edge of
Toulouse, and as soon as Mr. Lin Hao's celebration banquet is held the day after tomorrow, they
will all come in. In fact, it said something about celebrating Mr. Lin Hao becoming a noble, but
a noble promotion, do they have to come? And so loud?

I'm afraid there's something else going on.



Of course that's all the secrets he knows, and that's what others said to him. Other more
things he really does not know, and his own speculation, but also useless.

Along the way, Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan looked at the scenery along the way, love and
affection. At first Shen Xiyan was a little embarrassed, but seeing Lin Hao chatting as if no one

was watching, Shen Xiyan also put down his frame and followed Lin Hao to enjoy the scenery

along the way. It must be said that the outdoors in Toulouse, indeed, there is no domestic scenery,
they this suburban area, like a park, there is maintenance everywhere, everywhere is green, there
will be pedestrians on the road, not like the country, where there are many people dense, where
there are few people chaos Lan unbearable, here the car drive for ten minutes, are the same scenery,
the same treatment. This may be related to the pace of life, the pace of domestic, especially in
large cities, changes too quickly, a few years is a change, some places are too late to build, others
are renovating ...... so long ago the polarization has become serious ......

Thirty minutes or so later, came to a hospital. This hospital looks a bit desolate, Shen Xiyan
in the parking, are a bit baffled to look at Lin Hao, "husband, we come here to check? This ......"



Lin Hao instead directly get off, this hospital on three sides are mountains, the front are
endless woods, and when entering the hospital jurisdiction area will have a sign written, idle
people do not enter, at that time Lin Hao knew that whisking Ai Xi Yi ground service Shanxi,
probably.

Then look at this hospital, as much as the signs of dilapidation, giving a deep sense of gloom.
Of course is more than the big city hospital, in the modern technology developed inside the top

city life of Shen Xiyan in see such a hospital is certainly not natural, some disgust.

Emil stood aside and explained, "Hospital number seventeen was established in the thirties of

the last century, and is one of the few hospitals that still survived well in the last century."

Lin Hao nodded slightly, no wonder he felt that this place has strong traces of history, under
the knowledge of the background of this hospital, Lin Hao watched again, and found that it really

does not say, a historical flavor to welcome.
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Looking at Shen Xiyan bewildered eyes, Lin Hao to the Emir's words said conveyed dyed shut

shade Aixi dyed Yi steak once, Shen Xiyan listened to, is also the eyes of a bright, once again
survey this hospital.

"This hospital really has an ancient charm." Shen Xiyan opened his mouth and said.

Emil ordered the driver to wait at the entrance of the hospital, and then took Lin Hao to go

inside. Walk through the hospital's gate, is a row has been deserted and even long grass exercise

open space, which do pull-up apparatus has been covered with rust, there is an unknown worm
crawling around on it, just this place, the signs of dilapidation so serious, Shen Xiyan suspicion is
justifiable.

And Lin Hao because of the wide range of knowledge, such a scene inside the special, he can
all understand. Of course there is also Lin Hao's divine sense is powerful, can feel the strange
presence inside ......



"Mr. Emil, this nobleman, good morning." The hospital door has faded paint, even have a as
long as the wind blows over, to fall off signs, a nurse dressed in white came out to greet.

"Good morning." Emil replied, and Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan just nodded their heads.

"Please make a registration here. This nobleman, please take out your nobleman's ID." Then
she spoke again, and a metal instrument also appeared in her hand, four-square, could not see

anything special.

Emil hurriedly put his papers on it.

The instrument made a sound, "Emil. Permission to enter."



Lin Hao then suddenly realized, then put his noble medallion on it, the instrument
immediately issued a voice, "Mr. Lin Hao, newly promoted nobleman Porter Group, rank A, can
bring his family members to enter. Just prove that it is his family member."

Emil looked at the identity verification issued by the instrument, rank A! Surprisingly, it was
a horrible A!

ABCD is the rank of nobility, of course, there is an S. And like the Jiashi Group's Yang Lijun,
the status is only B-, and this is still because of his special status. Of course each grade inside and
divided price difference. Plus belongs to the top, minus belongs to weaker than A, but stronger
than B+.

As far as he knew, in the whole of Toulouse, there was only one S, and that was Bigel. As for
A, that is another senior biochemist Lion, A+ is Golden Leopard. A- is the other four top noble
family heads, and the old Gaiter, the head of the Gaiter family, which carries a reputation in
Toulouse, is only B+.



In such a contrast, one can imagine how terrifying his identity is!

Emile looked at Lin Hao in a daze, his heart had already strangled Henry and Denis once,
thinking, when he turned back to be sure to severely punish the two of them, and let the two of

them go to the Porter Group, in front of all the employees to apologize to Lin Hao!

Only in this way, Emil felt that he could still eliminate the fear in his heart.

Shen Xiyan took out the marriage certificate from inside her bag and put it on top of the
instrument, "Identity proof, Lin Hao's wife Shen Xiyan. Can enter." At first Shen Xiyan was still a
little worried, after all, this is a foreign country, their instruments can also scan the domestic
documents? After hearing this voice, Shen Xiyan couldn't help but be surprised.



There is a staff member standing guard at every corner, they will verify their identity when
they enter, and only after the verification is done, they can enter the next corridor.

It went all the way down and went three floors. A staff member took out his ID and showed

it to Emil, then gestured for Emil to stand outside the door, "Your identity is not allowed to enter.
This distinguished gentleman and lady, please follow me."

Layers of gatekeepers and rigorous scrutiny. I have to say why it is said that the church

hospital will not face the world, on the time spent on this review, if the daily acceptance of general
patients, how much time will be wasted ah?

Shen Xiyan also sighed, "husband, this barrier review is not too cumbersome? A corner a

check, is not too much time wasted?"



Lin Hao laughed, which poured out the true nature of things to Shen Xiyan, "This is the noble
hospital in Toulouse, general people are not qualified, and I feel like we can enter the third level at
the bottom, probably related to the previous identity level A."

"Ah. This is a noble hospital ah." Shen Xiyan slightly exclaimed, and hurriedly had a few

more looks at the surrounding buildings, while looking at the instruments that just gave them to

verify their identity, no wonder their instruments are so developed, it turns out to be a noble
hospital.

"Well, don't look. Soon we can see how our little baby's body is." Lin Hao held Shen Xiyan's
hand and went deeper inside.

After walking for another three minutes, he finally came to the door of another staff member

standing guard, he signaled Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan to show their identification again, and only

after the check was done, was he relieved.



"Dear Mr. Lin Hao Ms. Shen Xiyan. Third floor biotech doctor Bardes at your service." After
he finished speaking, he pushed the door behind him open.

The moment the door opened, Shen Xiyan felt that the world inside showed a two-tier
division from the desolation of everything she saw after getting out of the car.

Inside is high-tech rampant, all kinds of colorful instruments, everywhere shows the
modernization of high-tech city. Here completely can use the name of the city of technology.

"Dear Sir and Madam, please follow me." Inside the large room, a cold metallic voice said.
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"Intelligent language system." Shen Xiyan said softly.



This floor of the room is large, much larger than the size of the hospital outside, which is like
the size of a school in a poor mountainous area, an incomparably empty space, an endless array of
instruments, and liquids of all shapes and sizes undergoing chemical reactions ......

Under the guidance of an intelligent voice robot, the two walked for a full eight minutes

before they reached a biochemistry doctor. This is a kind old man, in his body, can not see
through the signs of age, do not know how many years he has lived. Lin Hao could not feel it, and
staring carefully could not see the signs of life of this Dr. Bardes, there was no trace of
biochemical power inside his body, nor the presence of other strange powers ......

"Good morning esteemed nobleman and lady." After putting down the syringe in his hand

and taking out a towel to wipe his hands, Badders did a gentleman's etiquette, bowed slightly,
and said respectfully to Lin Hao.

"Good morning, Mr. Badus." Shen Xiyan replied calmly.



Lin Hao looked at Shen Xiyan and then looked at Badus and said in F language, "Mr. Badus,
I brought my wife here for an examination, of which the main thing is to look at her head problem.
But I can't let her know that there's a problem with her head, so when you're examining her, let
her think it's incidental to examining her head."

Bardes turned his head to look at Lin Hao, somewhat puzzled. Lin Hao explained, "My wife

is pregnant, and I don't want her to let her head problem affect the development of the baby, and
as you know, pregnant women are in a very bad mood." Most of the people in F are

straightforward, and they are very reluctant to face lying.

"I see, you are really an attentive nobleman. Your wife is truly happy." Bardes bowed again

and made a gentleman's salute.

After the two finished chatting, Lin Hao walked to Shen Xiyan's side, "Wait forMr. Bardes to
give the order, and you can go for the examination."



Shen Xiyan stood still and looked at Lin Hao, "What did you say to him, husband? Didn't
even explain to me." After saying that, she also looked away, pretending to be angry.

Lin Hao pinched her nose, Shen Xiyan only struggled slightly and then let out a giggle. Lin
Hao explained, "I just told him that you will be a mother in another nine months and asked him to

be careful. He then said that I was a careful man and that you were happy as my wife."

"Hehehe." Shen Xiyan squeezed Lin Hao's hand and slightly scratched it, looking a little
smug.

A dozen seconds later, Badus stood up from the computer's heel and said, "Madam, please
follow me."



And in a corridor, an unpushed hospital bed slowly slid over, Shen Xiyan's face was written
with curiosity, when it stopped in front of Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao picked Shen Xiyan up carefully

and put her down gently, afraid that this soft hospital bed would bump Shen Xiyan's body ......

"Please follow me." Bardes respectfully said Shade Lu Yi closed er pick er west road.

Walking inside this room that resembles a spatial tunnel, the lights flicker. Every step is like
traveling through time and space, which makes Lin Hao feel that this place is somewhat different
from the picture he faced in the ancient prison before, even Lin Hao feels that there is a power
inside this room that devours him, making him want to explore inside, to explore deeper, that
blackened voice that was suppressed by Lin Hao, at this time, let out a roar of tearing sound deep
inside, only that voice is very hollow, can feel him violent struggle, but can not hear what he is
saying, Lin Hao for this sight, very puzzled, very, very puzzled ......

When he returned to his senses, Bardes had already pushed Shen Xiyan into the medical

equipment cabin of the examination and began to examine.



"Just now this space gave me an extremely bizarre feeling, that feeling of devouring through
space, why is it so real?" Lin Hao muttered, and then shook his head even more, "Maybe it's too
much." After saying that, Lin Hao stared at Bades, watching him examining Shen Xiyan's body
carefully, and when Bades examined Shen Xiyan's brain domain, Lin Hao once again got
nervous.

At the same time, that dark space enveloped down, Lin Hao's pupils were wide, tearing this
darkness with great conviction. At this moment, his emotions are on Shen Xiyan's body, but he
does not want to disturb him with these inexplicable sights ......

Half an hour later, Lin Hao only saw Badus with a puzzled face and a heavy expression, and
also shook his head one after another.

"Strange, unbelievably strange." Bades murmured with his head down, and Lin Hao went

after him, "Mr. Bades, I wonder what you have examined inside my wife's head?"



Badus shot Lin Hao a few glances with odd eyes, then opened his mouth and asked, "Dear
Mr. Lin, did your wife encounter some kind of accident before? It led to a coma for a long period

of time? And then recovered again because of the ancient Chinese treatment?"

Lin Hao was shocked, this Bades even knew about this past, his medical skills were so
superior? Lin Hao smiled and nodded his head, indicating that this was indeed the case.

Only then did Badus nodded, his hands placed on his chest in a prayer position before he

spoke with difficulty, "Mr. Lin it is not impossible to treat your wife to repair that damaged brain

tissue, it just requires the heart of regeneration. Moreover, we can't cure it unless the king steps

in." After saying that Bardes once again made a prayer pose.

"King? Is the king the pope?" Lin Hao asked after him.



Bades looked up at Lin Hao and nodded heavily while starting to make the gesture of praying
to the Pope again ......

"Thank you, Mr. Bastille." Lin Hao was silent for a few seconds, but still said gratefully.

Sure enough, the heart of regeneration was really needed! Just this healing person but needs
the Pope's hand? The Pope would step in? Would the Pope, who was respected beyond measure

and regarded as a god, really step in for him?Moreover, he hadn't felt the presence of the Pope so
far.

"Mr. Lin. Although I cannot cure the injury to your wife's head, I can, however, alleviate the
after-effects caused by the condition." Bardes suddenly said.



Above Lin Hao's slightly difficult expression, a hint of joy still flowed out, "Thank you again,
Mr. Bardes."

Badus waved his hand and ordered the hospital bed to push Shen Xiyan out. And he led Lin

Hao to his own test bench before he glanced at Lin Hao and put down the medicine he took out
from the second shelf, and turned to the first shelf to start picking carefully.
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"Mr. Lin, you as a Chinese should be more willing to accept the plant biological medicine, so I
will not prepare the beast-oriented biochemical medicine for you. Your wife's bloodlust will be
relieved by the suppression of this medicine, but according to your wife's condition, if she comes
over later, her condition will worsen, and I am afraid that she will fall into a coma here due to the

excessive loss of nutrition caused by her pregnancy." Bardes took out several boxes of medicine
and wrote on them how to use them and how much to consume each time, while saying to Lin
Hao.

What Badus said was similar to what Jiu Tian Xuan said, and Lin Hao was incomparably

relieved. So what Badus said about the deterioration of his condition, Lin Hao's heart tightened as
if he had been pinched hard ......



"Mr. Bardes, how long will my wife's condition like this last before it enters the final stage?"
Lin Hao's eyes mourned.

Badus looked at Lin Hao with heartache, "Three months' time."

"Only three months?" Lin Hao took a heavy breath and repeated in a broken voice.

Shen Xiyan had reached Lin Hao's heels by this time, she got off the hospital bed and was

already a little tired, Budes looked at Shen Xiyan and unwrapped several boxes of medicine

directly in front of Lin Hao, he was very meticulous.

A dozen seconds later, Badus poured out a cup of water and placed it in front of Shen Xiyan's
heel, "Dear lady, you just have to take these pills to ease your sleepiness."



Shen Xiyan was a little excited after hearing this, but just as she approached Bardes to hand

up the cup of water, she looked back at Lin Hao and saw Lin Hao nodding, which then gladly
picked up the cup of water with a dozen medicines, "Thank you Dr. Bardes."

Looking at Shen Xiyan finished eating the medicine, in feeling Shen Xiyan body has no
discomfort.

"Eh, husband, my sleepiness are no longer eh, this medicine is simply too amazing, and I

have no discomfort reaction at all." After Shen Xiyan waited for a few dozen seconds of reaction

time and found that there was nothing wrong, she hurriedly took Lin Hao's hand and said happily.

"Thank you." Lin Hao looked at Bardes gratefully.



After the illness was finished, Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan walked out from inside Budes'
hospital room.

Under the guidance of the staff, they followed Emil out of the hospital.

How to say, this trip is not without gain, just talk about Shen Xiyan physical condition makes
the heart of Lin Hao hard.

In the car.

The incomparable respectful gaze of the Emir was burning.



Lin Hao opened his mouth and asked, "Have you seen the king?"

The Emir was so frightened that he sat straight up directly and held his hands on his chest
with ten, that pious look, looking at Lin Hao's displeasure.

Emir silently recited a few lines of Allah bless me. Only then did he answer Lin Hao's
question, "Dear Mr. Lin, I am the king's slave and am not allowed to look directly at the king's
presence."

Come on, it's useless to ask, Lin Hao just pretend not to have asked.



It seems to have to look for other ways to find this mysterious pope, only the pope can cure
Shen Xiyan, it seems to know the king's trace of people, in addition to Bigir, in the large Toulouse
should not have a few people.

He had to go and find Bigel.

Sending Shen Xiyan home, Lin Hao disappeared directly into the Golefant, flying across the
way, extremely fast, like a shadow.

In less than a few minutes, he arrived over the banks of the Garonne River, and Bigir, who
was lying inside the clouds, felt Lin Hao's arrival, and slowly opened his eyes with his eyes

closed to cultivate his mind, and then stood inside the clouds and greeted Lin Hao respectfully,
"Mr. Lin."



Lin Hao nodded a bit and glanced towards the Garong River, the sparkling water, the weather
was great. Such a good weather, but he could not vacation with Shen Xiyan, it was really a
sin ......

"I wonder what Mr. Lin wants to see me about?" Bigir's pale face was kind.

Lin Hao stared at Bigir and asked directly, "Do you know the trail of the Pope." When he said

this, Lin Hao's aura opened up, this time, he did not want to play dumb with this old fox Bigir,
and he did not want to get an ambiguous answer after Bigir pushed and shoved, he wanted a

prospective letter.

The clouds were shaken away by this powerful aura, but also because the clouds rubbed
together, a powerful current breeding, issued a rumble of muffled thunder, Bigel some panic up.
So close to the lightning, he could not resist such a horrible high voltage, if it directly hit his body,
I'm afraid not to die or half dead, life to lose most of ......



But also at the same time some shocked looking at Lin Hao, he is asking the Pope? What is

he looking for the pope? Did he learn that the Pope came last night? He really so strength so

terrifying? In that far away Golephant are able to Garonne River happenings? That kind of

strength, I'm afraid that the Pope does not have it?

So, is he bluffing or not?

Bigel narrowed his eyes and also stared at Lin Hao the same way, the perfunctory respect on
his face all dissipated.

Two incomparably strong auras instantly collided in silence.

Lin Hao's face slowly reveals anger, Bijir really knows!



Sky clouds layer by layer began to violently friction, sunlight can not penetrate this layer of
clouds, so the world under the clouds became dark. This is going to rain!

Under the water Mohammad Kato is also felt above him two powerful qi in the collision!

This steak dye er wu yi wu service closed once!

The upper and lower reaches of the Garonne River were no longer just filled with intermediate
biochemicals, but with advanced biochemicals! After they felt such a terrifying aura, they all
looked out here, but no one entered the territory of Toulouse.



Asura looked at Zeus, found Zeus that pressed the emotions, but delayed signs of action, he
knew that Zeus wanted to go in, but he did not dare to go in.

Because, the king's trail was exposed here last night ......

The appearance of the king? Is it a warning, Zeus does not know, Asura knows even less.
After all, if Zeus had not told them that the king had appeared, they did not know that the king

also appeared last night ......
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"Are they going to fight? Why is this Lin Hao so strong?" Asura asked as he looked at the cloud
layer where Lin Hao and Bigel were.

Numerous senior biochemicals looked over here, they didn't know exactly why such a sharp

and hostile aura appeared above the clouds. Zeus, however, vaguely heard that Chinese Lin Hao

was asking if the 'king' had appeared.



"I'm not sure." Zeus looked over here, his thoughts flying around, and finally said with

difficulty to be sure.

"Mr. Lin." Bigel exited and said, "The king appeared here last night." In the end it was his

aura that was a layer weaker. He had a scale in his own heart, he was not Lin Hao's opponent, even
if he added others, he would not be, in such a situation, he did not want to go against Lin Hao, he
wanted many more things, for example, say another five hundred years!

The only way to live another five hundred years, to be able to know, the king's
calculations ......

Cang's struggle, the ancestor's forced, Wang Cun closed love whisked Shan Lu Lu in the

eternal, he wanted to know these secrets, can only get longer than others ......



Lin Hao grunted, the intense emotions on his face slowly put down, looked at Bigir and said,
"Bigir, you can live so many years, I do not want to keep playing dumb riddles with you, so tell
me, what is the purpose of the pope appeared here last night?"

Bigir looked at the sky, in that distance, there are several strands of power entwined, Bigir
struggled for a while after the word. Since he chose to bow down with Lin Hao, naturally will not
be saying any deferred words ......

"The king appeared here is to meet with Mohammad Kato, the purpose of their meeting is to
let Mohammad Kato advance to senior biochemist the day after tomorrow. Also the time is an
hour after your banquet opens." Bigel elaborated on what he heard last night.

Lin Hao's eyes narrowed slightly and began to think about why the purpose here was to

advance the day after tomorrow, or an hour after the banquet opened.



Looking at Lin Hao in thought, Bijir opened his mouth and said, "The king ordered
Mohammad Khatan to advance one hour after your banquet opened, and also asked Mohammad

Khatan not to disappear. This represents the king's purpose may be to kill the lion and the golden
leopard. But I think it will not be such a purpose. Because the king also want to get something,
there are a lot of hidden secrets that I do not know. As I suspected, perhaps the king's purpose is
not to kill the golden leopard and the lion, but something else, as to what he wants to plot, I really
do not know. Although the advancement of senior biochemicals will usher in a major battle of
senior biochemicals, a city allows a maximum of three senior biochemicals to exist. And the king
ordered Mohammad Kato to advance, that is to cause a big war, as for the purpose of the big war,
I can't catch ......"

Listening to Bigel's narrative, Lin Hao felt that the purpose of this man's roundabout way like
covering up something.

"So many high-level biochemicals in the sky, what is the purpose of their coming here?" Lin
Hao asked again.



Bigel didn't directly say the Pope's trail, but Lin Hao had already analyzed it. The day after
tomorrow's advanced biochemicals life and death battle, he was afraid that he would definitely

appear, and at that time Lin Hao would talk to this so-called king, about cooperation.

"They are also here for the king." Bigel looked at Zeus, looking at each other through the
clouds, he saw the urgency in Zeus's eyes. He also felt the signs of life flowing inside Zeus' body.
Zeus, panicking? He, like the king, also began to panic, the day after the great war, will be more
chaotic.
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"Heh, it seems that my banquet will become your orgy?" Lin Hao let out a cold laugh.

Bigel lost a laugh and didn't pick up on it.

Lin Hao glanced toward the bottom of the water, his eyes grim, "Did the king say anything

about the Heart of Regeneration? And the heart of regeneration, what exactly does it do for you!
The reason why you support the Gaite family, one of the purposes must be the Regeneration Heart!



I still hope you tell me honestly, I have no more patience to play dumb with you, Mr. Bigel, time
is precious to me now!"

Lin Hao's tone was threatening, as he himself said, he no longer had time to play dumb

riddles with these people here, beating around the bush ......

Bigel abruptly, like a fried hedgehog, his gaze dead on Lin Hao, hostile intent is very, very
thick!

He had previously told Lin Hao about the role of the regenerative heart, but just like that, that
fooled Lin Hao.What he said before is also true, but the real purpose, he did not say, and now Lin

Hao came to the root of the question, and has the appearance of not saying today, there is no
opportunity to say in the future.



He looked to the sky and felt that in the upper sky above, thunder rolled, as if there were
gods fighting, so the one he was expecting, did not come down to help him.

His heart tumbled violently.

Zeus in the distance suddenly hand tight, Asura looked at the various changes of Zeus, more
nervous looking ahead, he always felt that the situation will change instantly like.

"What the hell are they talking about?" Someone could not help but ask, he is also a senior
biochemist, jackal head, sharp teeth, gray and black hair between, between the hair, and like

countless silver needles emitting endless coldness ......

No one answered, he was surrounded by a variety of half-beast upper body are showing their
own body.



Asura did not speak, he also did not know. He also waited for Zeus's answer, but Zeus also
did not know. He suddenly felt that he was powerful, and Bigel still has a big gap, he disliked
such a gap, very, very dislike!

King, what is the purpose of appearing!

Bigel kept looking at the sky, expectant and disappointed, but still kept looking.

Above the sky, is there really a king's existence?



But why could he not feel the king's trace? Did the king become a king? So at a certain

distance, he couldn't feel his presence anymore? Then, why could Bigel?

Lin Hao also followed Bigir's gaze to the sky, that glance, through the clouds, through the
clouds that underwent ionic changes, through the pounding rain, saw a pair of scarlet eyes that

were also looking at him.

Those eyes were flat and without emotion, whether it was curiosity or hostility there was none,
it was just plain.

Lin Hao's fist clenched, a fist of raging power gathered.

See?



Closed service er closed zero Xisan Yi look?

Staring?

Then, I'll let you show yourself! Mysterious, who cares who you are!

"Like to play hide-and-seek with me?" Lin Hao sneered, the power of black breath absorbing
energy, the surrounding heavy rain evaporated fog, along with Lin Hao, together with penetrating
the clouds, directly leaping up, faster and faster! Originally thought to also think about meeting
and fighting afterwards, now it seems that there is no need to ......



Bigel was shocked!

Lin Hao, the king struck!

This ......

"Look, what is he doing!?" Someone said in horror.
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